Introduction
Much of the routine analysis of biological specimens (eg plasma, urine) in hospital biochemistry laboratories is performed by automatic analysers. These are machines that automatically subject the specimens to a set of physical or chemical conditions and subsequently monitor some function of the specimens (eg photoabsorption at a particular wavelength). An automatic analyser samples each specimen for a set length of time and samples a wash solution between specimens. Throughout the analytical procedure the materials being analysed are transported through considerable lengths of thin tubing as small fluid elements separated by bubbles.
Temporary ettachment of material to the walls of the tubing causes a small amount of contamination of each fluid element by the contents of the preceding element. When the automatic analyser switches from sampling the wash solution to sampling a specimen the analyser response is an exponential rise instead of a sharp step. Similarly, when the automatic analyser ceases to sample the specimen and begins to sample the wash solution again the machine response is an exponential fall. The response of the automatic analyser to a specimen is a peak (as exemplified by the response to a bicarbonate standard shown in Figure 1 ) rather than a square pulse.
The operation of automatic analysers is constrained by the length of time for which each specimen must be sampled (which must be sufficient to elicit a measurable response from the anaiyser) and by the number of specimens that can be analysed in a given time (the throughput of the automatic analyser). In laboratories with high work loads a high automatic analyser throughput is of vital importance. Usually, throughput is increased by decreasing the wash solution sampling time, with the result that the peaks associated with individual specimens partially overlap (Figure 2) . Thus, the apparent height of each peak is greater than the true height due to the addition of the tail of the preceding peak (except for the first of a series of peaks). This effect is called specimen interaction ]. Corrections to the apparent height of each peak can usually be made by the carry-over correction method 1, 2] , which involves subtracting from the apparent height of the peak the appropriate fraction of the apparent height of the preceding peak. However, this method fails to give accurate corrections to the apparent height of a small peak preceded by a taller one when the wash solution sampling time is very short. The smaller peak appears as a shoulder on the higher peak so that even its apparent height cannot be determined accurately ( Figure   2a ).
A method of curve regeneration which estimates peak heights from the initial rate of rise of each peak has been used to increase automatic analyser throughput from that possible using the carry-over correction method [3] [4] [5] . Because this method effectively differentiates the initial part of each peak it is particularly sensitive to noise in the data. This paper presents an alternative method of correcting for specimen interaction (the subtractive method)which avoids the disadvantages of the two methods previously described, and offers a significant increase in throughput.
The subtractive correction method
The basis of the subtractive method for correcting for specimen interaction is that each peak can be represented by a model peak with appropriate vertical scaling. The details of the procedure are as follows. 1 . The apparent height of the first peak in a series is taken as its true height. The leading edge and apex of the first peak in a series are unaffected by other peaks, and the automatic analyser is thoroughly flushed with wash solution prior to analysis of the first specimen (consider, for example, the series of five bicarbonate response peaks shown in Figure   2a ). 2. A model peak is scaled (by linear least squares) to match the leading edge and apex of the first (left-hand-most) peak. The tail of the first peak is determined ( Figure 2b data to provide the true height of the next peak (to the right of it) (Figure 2c ). 4. This process is repeated from step (2) for all peaks. Note how the subtractive method is able to render visible a low peak when in the original data it is preceded by a higher peak causing it to appear as a shoulder on the higher peak ( Figures  2c and 2d ).
Comparison of the subtractive and carryover correction methods
The automatic analyser response was digitised every second and the data stored in a PDP 11/70 computer. Both the subtractive and carry-over correction methods were implemented on the computer and performed on these data. The programs used were written by the authors in FORTRAN IV. To obtain the model peak for the subtractive method a standard specimen was analysed. In using the subtractive method it is necessary to choose a criterion for deciding the true height of a peak once it has been exposed, following the subtraction of the preceding peak. In this study the true height of a peak was taken as the value of the second to last data point on the peak apex (ie one second before the corresponding specimen was stopped being sampled). The automatic analyser was calibrated for both correction methods by using an internal standard.
A comparison of the subtractive and carry-over correction methods was performed as follows. A batch of 20 specimens was obtained by dividing ten plasma specimens into two portions. These specimens were then assayed in arbitrary order for their glucose content by an automatic analyser at a throughput of 78 samples/hour, which produced a corresponding series of 20 peaks (Figure 3 ). Another series of twenty peaks was obtained in a similar manner at a throughput of 150 samples/hour from another batch of ten different plasma specimens (Figure 4) . (Those peaks corresponding to specimens prepared from the same plasma specimen have the same label in Figures 3 and 4 Figure 4 ).
Discussion
The study presented here compares the consistency with which the two correction methods will estimate the-glucose concentrations of two specimens known to have the same concentrations. This is the most important feature required of a correction method, since any systematic error can be corrected for by suitable calibration. The results of the comparativ study indicate that the subtractive method of automatic analyser peak height correction is capable of considerably increasing the throughput of the automatic analyser from that possible using the carry-over correction method. The method would be particularly useful for analyses in which there is a large range of expected analyte concentrations, so that many peaks would appear as shoulders.
Clearly, the subtractive correction method is limited by the accuracy with which each peak can be reconstructed 10.00 The subtractive correction method can, with modest computer requirements, be adapted to on line data acquisition, and could be used in laboratories that are interested in a large throughput of specimens with minimal analytic error. 
